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About This Content

Slip on your Norse God outfit and let zombies know they can’t touch this. IT’S HAMMER TIME!

This DLC contains:

Headgear (winged helmet).

A weapon (war hammer).

A pet (Hugin raven).

 

The DLC items will be available in your private trunk located in Kovac's bunker.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Intel i3 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Thai,Turkish
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First off, let me say, while I overall recommend this game, the only reason I wouldn't recommend it... it's too short. I finished it
in about 2-2.5 hours, and that was with some futzing around trying to solve puzzles. If the length of the game is enough to deter
you, then I'd let this one pass. Otherwise, read on...

The game is a platforming puzzle game that mimics the artwork and feel of Teslagrad, Vessel, and Limbo, but with the
mechanics of something like Braid. You are an old man who wakes up in a strange place and need to figure out where you are.
He discovers his lost timepiece and with it, the ability to control time. You use the device to travel between past and future,
altering the world in ways that allow you to overcome puzzles and advance to new areas. You can interact with certain objects in
the environment, carry them with you between worlds, and use them in the past to influence the future, etc.
This is inherently the difficulty in the game: figuring out how to manipulate the past to affect the future, etc.

About a third of the way in, you meet a snail companion, who also has an uncanny ability; he can stop time. Together, you must
use your powers to help the other succeed.

The puzzles are clever and challenging, but nothing that will keep you too stumped. The platforming is ok, and sometimes it's a
bit frustrating, but it's nothing that's too unforgiving or would make you want to put it down.

The music is pretty good and fits well with the game ambience.

If you don't mind a short game that's more pleasing with the visuals and music, then this one is worth a go. I might suggest
waiting for the price to come down, but <$10 isn't too bad.. Seem like a solid simple game so far. Fun combat, good story.
Enjoy!. stop reading review, start drinking soda, and eating candy bars
this game is nothing out of 10 because the quality of this massstapeese cannot be quantified
by a simple numerical value.
you can eat candy bar
you can eat soda
name another game you can do that all while listening to an excellent metaphor of today's political and social climate
in america.. Released in 2010. The graphics and controls are terrible so what do we do to "fix it" nothing we put a snow terrain
in the maps and call it a day. The cars models are unfinished. There are no graphic or control options. Story mode is a joke
because there is no story. Costs 10 euros on steam.. HIGHLY RECOMMEND : 90% Excellent Quest System, Game design
encourage detail exploration.

Stargazer is an excellent RPG Maker game made by John Wizard. I have played a few of his games and they are of very high
quality. Furthermore at Halloween, I got his games for only 49 cents, which is way below its value. I put in at least 40 hours of
enjoyment on a single playthrough of Stargazer alone.

The most enjoyable feature of this game is the excellent Quest system. There are more than 200 quests that you have to
complete in order to finish the game. Unlike most other games there is no distinction between main quests and side quests in
Stargazers. Almost all the 200 quests are intricately connected, and you have to finished all of them to get to the final boss
confrontation. You will be surrounded by quests anywhere you go, and so you get this non-linear feel because you can choose to
do many of the quests in any order that you like. However, many of the quests will also unlock further quests, unlock new areas
or new team members. The best feature of the quests system is that you cannot "mess up" the quest system at all. You will be
able to do all 200 quests, as the quests do not expire, and are not locked out even if you advance from chapter 1 to chapter 7.
When I play the game, I get the pleasant feeling that the developer is trying his best to allow you to do every quests and making
sure that your quest will not fail no matter what. At one point in the game, there are 2 oppossing guilds that you can choose to
join, and these guilds are fighting against each other. For a while, I was worried that doing certain quests on one side may
disable some other quests on the other side. However, the ending of these quests have a weird and surprising twist that enable
you to do ALL the quests from both sides. Excellent.

In Stargazer, the main heroine can cast extremely powerful spells, but her mana pool and spell abilities does not increase when
she levels. You have to find various meteorite that are scattered in the game world, and each of these meteorite will increase her
mana and spell repertoire. Such a design encourage exploration and discourages grinding. In fact it encourages me to look
carefully at every nook and cranny in the game world, and even jump for joy when I find one of the meteorite in some hard-to-
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find places. I love it.

The game world is extremely huge, but initially you have to walk almost everywhere by foot. In mid game you will be able to
sail between various game continents by ship. All this time, there are bird statues that you can unlock in places that you visited,
but nothing spectualar seems to happen as you unlock these bird statues. It is only at late game, when the game world is just too
huge to travel either by foot or ship, that you get the ability to fly on a huge bird. That is where everything fall in place. If you
have been spending time to unlock all the bird statues in your travel, then you can fly to all these locations once you acquire the
ability to fly. So, here is another example of how careful and detailed exploration of the game world reaps benefits later.

For a 49 cent game, I enjoyed more than 40 hours of high quality, bug-free gameplay. I would highly recommend this game.

. This is honestly more of a psychological examination than it is a story, but that doesn't take anything away from it. This story
has an incredibe amount of replayablity. I would strongly recommend it if you need a change of pace from the normal Choice
titles. It is definitely for a certain crowd though. I would give this an 8\/10.. Level 1 Begin .... Game Over
Level 1 Begin .... Game Over
Level 1 Begin .... Game Over
Level 1 Begin .... Game Over

Level 2 ....

In the spirit of Super Hexagon will keep Alzheimers from creeping in. Velocibox looks great. Has a professional veneer and
supports various resolutions, AA etc...

Level 1 Begin ..... Fix this game, it could be good.
Accessing the buy console should be a button like 'B' or small menu up top of screen with number associated to walls and guns
you can buy.
Don't download this game until it's fixed.. Very good game balance
Enjoy drunken VR with drunk mood GOOD
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just garbage dont buy. who needs bloodborne when PC has majestic exclusives like this
right guys
...haha
kill me. Woah... it challenges me. Hmm... nice story, nice graphic and nice gameplay.
I need more challenges one. Keep it up!!!. This is the best game. Best puzzle game ever!!!. I wanted this game to work so badly.
I have so many fond memories of this game, and for $3 on a steam sale I finally went ahead and bought it. unfortunately
everything I tried to get this game to work ended up with an immediate "Not Responding" state from the game upon launch..
recommend it. awesome game!
I played the first one and loved the second one:)
I livestreamed myself playing it
Part 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2sipH_6ad4Q
Part 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tkCLl4oK00
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